NIST 800-171 COMPLIANCE WORKSHOP
FOR SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISES AND DEFENSE SUPPLIERS

December 12, 2018, 8:30 – 10:30 am
Mobile, AL

Cybersecurity Workshop for DoD Suppliers
The University of Alabama in Huntsville, the Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) at the University of South Alabama and the Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce are hosting a free two-hour Cybersecurity Workshop for current or prospective US DoD suppliers.

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION SUPPORTS DoD AT ANY LEVEL OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN
YOU SHOULD ATTEND THIS WORKSHOP

Participants will gain better understanding of:
• Cybersecurity threats, risks and impacts
• DoD mandatory cybersecurity compliance requirements
• Resources that aid in NIST 800-171 compliance
• Support available to Alabama companies

US Defense Suppliers Compliance
Companies in the DoD supply chain must meet the new DFARS and NIST 800-171 minimum security standards

See the DFARS Security Requirements at www.NIST.gov/MEP/Cybersecurity

December 12, 2018, 8:30-10:30 am
Sign-in and refreshments begin at 8:00 AM
Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce
451 Government St, Mobile, AL 36602

To Register go to
https://uahcyberworkshop-mobile.eventbrite.com

For questions call UAH-OOE at 256-824-2957

The ACCESS Program is made available through a grant from US Department of Defense – Office of Economic Adjustment
NIST 800-171 Compliance Services Available

Through the Alabama ACCESS Program, organizations that currently or aspire to support the DoD may receive low-cost cybersecurity assistance to progress toward NIST 800-171 compliance.

**Self Assessment**
Conduct Self Assessment to NIST SP 800-171 and define system gaps

**Plan of Action**
Develop Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM) to close gaps

**System Security Plan**
Develop System Security Plan (SSP)

**Execution**
Implement Plan of Action and Milestones and Update SSP

**WORKSHOP**
The ACCESS program will host workshops designed to enhance knowledge about DoD cybersecurity compliance and access to resources to aid in compliance with NIST 800-171.

**SELF ASSESSMENT**
The ACCESS program will provide guidance and assistance for qualifying SMEs in completing the NIST MEP Cybersecurity Self Assessment and defining their gaps and risks in their systems.

**PLAN DEVELOPMENT**
For qualifying companies, the ACCESS Program will also provide technical support in developing a Plan of Actions and Milestones and a System Security Plan.

Alabama organizations that are currently supporting the DoD or organizations require compliance to bid or renew a DoD contract may qualify for ACCESS Program support.

**To access services:**
Qualifying for services is an easy 3-step process.

1. **Complete Questionnaire**
To qualify, organizations complete a short questionnaire:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/UAH-CyberWorkshop

2. **Attend Workshop**
Attend workshops to learn about risks, requirements and resources.

3. **Register for Services**
Register for Self Assessment and Plan Development Services

Brian Tucker, Program Manager
UAH Office for Operational Excellence
256-824-2957 or brian.tucker@uah.edu